
MORDA CE PRIMARY SCHOOL: Knowledge Organiser: Year 3 and 4 Summer term 2021 

Studying the work of the artist Turner. Comparing other landscape artists with a focus on coastal pieces.  
 

Key Skills Art Areas of study: Y4 and 5 
 

Key questions  

 
Investigating and Exploring 

Year 3 
Compare the differences and similarities between different practices and differences in the 

work of artists, craft makers and designers, from different cultures and historical periods, 

make links with own work. 

Year 4 
Make a range of drawings in a sketchbook to record observations in detail, adding notes 

where appropriate. 

Develop some understanding of how artists, designers and craft workers, from different 

cultures and historical periods, develop, express and represent their ideas. 

 

 

 

 

Practical knowledge and art history: Look at the work of Turner and study his 

history and life. Discuss his influences and encourage pupils to create an opinion of his 

work. 

Fluency: How will you develop your paining skills? 

Expression: Explore the question ‘what is art?’ Is it modern, contemporary or 

traditional?  

Authenticity: How can I use Turners work in my own paintings? 
 

Drawing 

Year 3 
Talk about the drawing tools and techniques used to share ideas.  

Use a wide range of different lines, e.g. thin, bold, feint, wavy, broken etc.  

Create simple drawings based on things observed in order to create designs.  

Use a viewfinder to select and record shapes and images. 

Year 4 
Talk about the visual and tactile qualities of drawing and painting media. 

Begin to explore perspective by overlapping lines and shapes, and by blurring the edges of 

distant shapes.  

 

 

Fluency: 

Will you include shapes in the distance? 

Which kinds of lines can you use in your drawings? 

Can you use a view finder to help you draw objects in the distance? 

Painting 

Year 3 
Use an increasing range of paints to create different textures.  

Use an increasing range of painting tools and simple techniques.  

Identify the primary colours needed to mix all secondary colours.  

Experiment with the production of light and dark shades of colour 

Year 4 
Combine paint and other materials effectively to create detail and texture.  

Mix shades of primary and secondary colours 

 

 

Practical knowledge and art history: How has Turner used colour in his work? 

 Fluency: How can you mix and use colours? Can you create a dark tone or a light tone? 

How can you blend light and dark tones together? 

Expression: How can you create texture in your work to make an effect?  

Authenticity: What techniques has Turner used that you will use in your painting?  
 



 

Practical element of art: Painting and drawing 

Theoretical element: Main Artist, the history of Turner,  

To be taught about the work of a range of artists, describing the differences and similarities between different practices and disciplines, and making links to 

their own work. 

Disciplinary element: Drawing and painting  

Fluency: Drawing skills (Look at initial sketches by Turner) The use of colour to create effect, blending and colour mixing. Teaching perspective, eg objects in the 

distance. Using a range of brushes to explore detail and to create effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Vocabulary: Modern, contemporary, traditional, tone, shading, contrast 

ART HISTORY  –  Joseph Mallord William Turner was born, it is thought, on 23 April 1775 at 21 Maiden Lane, Covent Garden, London, 

the son of William Turner (1745–1829), a barber and wig-maker, and his wife Mary, née Marshall (1739–1804). His father, born in 

South Molton, Devon, had moved to London around 1770 to follow his own father’s trade.  At home his father encouraged his artistic 

talent and showed off his drawings in his shop. In December 1789, after a term’s probation, Turner entered the Royal Academy 

Schools, where he progressed from the Plaister Academy, drawing from casts of ancient sculpture, to the life class in 1792. He 

augmented his studies with other work experience, with architects and architectural draughtsman including Thomas Malton whom he 

later described as ‘my real master’ and painting scenery for the London stage – the origin, presumably, of a lifelong love of music and 

opera.   
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Week Skills Key enquiry questions Learning activities Resources  

 

1 Year 3 
Make drawings in a 

sketchbook of 

artefacts and images 

adding notes where 

appropriate.  

Compare the 

differences and 

similarities between 

different practices and 

differences in the work 

of artists, craft 

makers and designers, 

from different cultures 

and historical periods, 

make links with own 

work 

Year 4 
Make a range of 

drawings in a 

sketchbook to record 

observations in detail, 

adding notes where 

appropriate. 

Develop some 

understanding of how 

artists, designers and 

craft workers, from 

Who is Turner?  

What are your opinions of his work? 

Appreciation and reflection on pieces of 

modern, contemporary and traditional 

artwork 

 

Introduction of the artist Turner. 

Discuss history/life of turner and explore 

some of his work (coastal) 

Experimentation: Look at some of his initial 

sketches/drawings (see Tate modern 

website for pictures) 

Authenticity – To begin detailed drawings – 

observational linked to coastal areas. From 

pictures and photographs. (Not to replicate 

or mimic Turners art) To give object or item 

to draw. 

 

Examples of Turners work 

Sketch books 

Paint 

Paint brushes of various sizes 

Sketch books 

Pencils – 2B 3B and 5B 

 

Traditional Modern – John Piper Contemporary – Christine Bell 



different cultures and 

historical periods, 

develop, express and 

represent their ideas 
2 Year 3 

Use an increasing range 

of paints to create 

different textures.  

 

Use an increasing range 

of painting tools and 

simple techniques.  

 

Identify the primary 

colours needed to mix 

all secondary colours.  

 

Experiment with the 

production of light and 

dark shades of colour. 

 

Year 4 
Use a range of tools to 

apply paint, and create 

pattern.  

Combine paint and 

other materials 

effectively to create 

detail and texture.  

Mix shades of primary 

and secondary colours.  

Identify 

complementary colours. 

Explore the question ‘what is art?’ 

Is it modern, contemporary or traditional?  
 

Exploring and practising specific 

techniques and allow for experimentation 

in sketch books. Allowing children to 

explore what they think art is and what it 

means to them. 

 

A continuation of observational drawings. 

Study of further artists work, exploring 

contemporary artists and modern artists. 

 

Exploring painting techniques. Colour mixing 

– explore colour. Mixing colours together, 

how can they create effect using blending? 

 

 

3 Year 3 
tools and techniques 

used to share ideas.  

Use a wide range of 

different lines, e.g. 

thin, bold, feint, wavy, 

broken etc.  

Create simple drawings 

based on things 

observed in order to 

create designs.  

Year 4 

How does Turners work influence my own 

work? 
 

What other work has influenced my own 

painting? 

Planning their Art through discussion and 

use of sketch books 

Planning their own coastal landscape using 

various art work for inspiration. Allowing for 

authenticity in their work. 

 

Drawing and sketching of coastal scenes 

Encourage focus in certain parts of the 

coast – what will they see in the distance?  

 



Talk about the visual 

and tactile qualities of 

drawing and painting 

media. 

Begin to explore 

perspective by 

overlapping lines and 

shapes, and by blurring 

the edges of distant 

shapes.  

Use line drawings to 

show the size and 

relationship of shapes. 

 

 

 

4 Year 3 
Use an increasing range 

of paints to create 

different textures.  

Use an increasing range 

of painting tools and 

simple techniques.  

Identify the primary 

colours needed to mix 

all secondary colours.  

Experiment with the 

production of light and 

dark shades of colour. 

 

Year 4 
Use a range of tools to 

apply paint, and create 

pattern.  

Combine paint and 

other materials 

effectively to create 

detail and texture.  

Mix shades of primary 

and secondary colours.  

Identify 

complementary colours 

What painting techniques will I use? Create their own high quality Art using 

the techniques but also having freedom 

and choice when applying their knowledge 

and using their own style. Children are 

able to become confident in their work 

and believe that they are a good artist 

through producing authentic art work 

 

To create their own work using paint. 

 



5  -6  How can I improve or develop my 

painting? 

Have I created an effect? 

How does my work make myself and 

others feel? 

Children review and improve as they are 

working. 

Review and develop their final piece. Reflect 

and adapt their work. 

 

 

 


